Detection of quality visualization of appendiceal orifices using local edge cross-section profile features and near pause detection.
Colonoscopy is an endoscopic technique that allows a physician to inspect the inside of the human colon. The appearance of the appendiceal orifice during colonoscopy indicates a complete traversal of the colon, which is an important quality indicator of the colon examination. In this paper, we present two new algorithms. The first algorithm determines whether an image shows the clearly seen appendiceal orifice. This algorithm uses our new local features based on geometric shape, illumination difference, and intensity changes along the norm direction (cross section) of an edge. The second algorithm determines whether the video is an appendix video (the video showing at least 3 s of the appendiceal orifice inspection). Such a video indicates good visualization of the appendiceal orifice. This algorithm utilizes frame intensity histograms to detect a near camera pause during the apendiceal orifice inspection. We tested our algorithms on 23 videos captured from two types of endoscopy procedures. The average sensitivity and specificity for the detection of appendiceal orifice images with the often seen crescent appendiceal orifice shape are 96.86% and 90.47%, respectively. The average accuracy for the detection of appendix videos is 91.30%.